David Schafer’s Separated United Forms (2010) is a book that you want to touch. It feels less like a
document and closer to a supplementary object, a slick matte container for various mediations on the
titular site-specific sculpture, its processes, and provocations. The overall designs draws on slick
digitized graphics of architectural renderings to emphasize the series of scale shift between the source
sculpture–Henry Moore’s Reclining Form– and Schafer’s Separated United Forms, between SUF and the
immediate hospital architecture, between architecture and surrounding space. My reading then
participates in this scanning and sampling as I must hold multiple ideas of scale and site
simultaneously.
Schafer’s essay, “Where does it Hurt?” offers a genealogy for the work, one that is as much art historical
as it is material and social. Tracing connections between medical and archival techniques, he details the
processes–scanning, processing, composing, fabricating–that translate or perhaps even deform Moore’s
form in order reform it. For me, SUF offers a provocative explication of the subtle humor of gesture as a
way of attending to and restaging moments from art history all under the shadow of the medical
community and art museum. And this humor is always a spatial, corporeal and conceptual thing. Is it
possible he asks to reactivate Vitalist life form or psychic energetics through scanning? What other
fictions are hidden within?
As in response, Jan Tumlir structures his essay around the refrain “What is it?” Is it alien or blob or
abstract or analytic? Where does it come from? And what has it been reading along the way? As if in
response to the densely citational work of SUF, Tumlir offers the reader a series of parallel trajectories
for engagement rather than considering Schafer’s genealogies in depth. At times, his writing seems
anxious to avoid any statement that might seem conclusive or over-describe the work as if that might
limit it my reading of SUF. And it is a great compliment to the work itself, that it generates these
possibilities.
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